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Wad, the evolutionist: 
the relevance of Wad’s breadth 

of interests 40 years later





WAD’S THINKING AS                          
A PATTERN THAT CONNECTS

RT = Wad’s relevance today

1. Embriology and 
Genetics

2. Genes to Genes

3. Gene Regulation 
and Development

4. Environments and 
Organisms

5. Development and 
Evolution

6. Organisms and 
Niches



WAD’S THINKING AS A PATTERN THAT CONNECTS: 
1. Embriology and Genetics 

First connection

1935: connect embryology and genetics 

The answers to embryology (i.e. early 
development in higher vertebrates) lay in 
genetics. How to explain:

1) Tissue differentiations (distinct pathways)
2) Discrete features of cell and tissue types                      

(adaptive “canalizations” by natural selection)
3) Inducing factors active in early embryonic development.

Hypothesis: strong integration of developmental processes, 
under genetic control.

* Philosophical background: Whitehead’s metaphysics
a - from things to processes; 
b - developmental pathways as stable “knots” of relationships 
(“concrescences”), with mutations as breakdowns

Yolanda Sonnabend for 
WAD’s Tools for Thought



WAD’S THINKING AS A PATTERN THAT CONNECTS:
2. Genes to Genes  

Second connection 

1938-1940: connect genes to genes

Large networks of genes interact in order to 
shape cell differentiation and developmental 
processes (“a great number of reciprocal 
interactive influences” – Nature 1941)

Against the “atomistic metaphysics” (“what a 
single gene does” is not the right scientific 
question; genes are involved in processes 
and relationships)

Genes with modular activation (development 
of body “regions” – today: Homeotic genes)

A global “strategy of the genes” (systems 
effects and rates of change): interactionism

Yolanda Sonnabend for 
WAD’s Tools for Thought



WAD’S THINKING AS A PATTERN THAT CONNECTS:
3. Gene Regulation and Development   

Epigenetic 
Landscape as a 

metaphor for 
biological 

development

Alternative 
developmental 
pathways



Third connection

1938-1940: connect gene regulatory products and developmental phenotypes

Models about how gene regulatory products could generate developmental 
phenomena: mechanisms underpinning Drosophila development

(today) studied through a systematic analysis of mutations that affected the 
embryogenesis of Drosophila wing.

Genetic control of embryonic 
development in Drosophila m.: 
Nobel Prize 1995 for Medicine to 
C. Nüsslein-Volhard, E.F. Wieschaus
and E.B. Lewis



Canalizations of 
development 

Few developmental 
pathways fixed by 
natural selection 
(canalizing selection)
or
developmental 
potentialities of a 
specific genotype

Chreodes 
(buffered pathways 
in the landscape)

Flow conservation
(homeorhesis)



WAD 1947 - Epigenetics: (study of) the whole 
complex of developmental processes and causal 
mechanisms connecting genotype and phenotype 
(landscape; “epigenotype”) – The causes of 
development (histogenesis and morphogenesis) 

(narrower sense) Epigenetics as anything 
other than DNA sequence that influences the 
development of an organism.

2008, Cold Spring Harbor meeting: “stably 
heritable phenotype resulting from changes 
in a chromosome without alterations in the 
DNA sequence”.

Environment

Natural selection

Genetic system

shift

shift



Epigenetic reprogramming and induced pluripotency
Konrad Hochedlinger, Kathrin Plath
Development 2009 136: 509-523; doi: 10.1242/dev.020867 Recent applications!



Reversing the direction in the epigenetic landscape



Point of «competence» 
(uncertainty state between 
different pathways) – Inherent 
Plasticity, reactivity to stimula

Environmental influences 
(i.e. heat shock in Drosophila) as

diversions of dev. pathways
(Nature 1950)

Different phenotypic outcomes

(WAD 1961 - paradox of dev. processes: to be 
modifiable and resistant to modifications) 



Denis Noble, “Conrad Waddington and the origin of epigenetics”
Journal of Experimental Biology , 2015, 218: 816-818



WAD’S THINKING AS A PATTERN THAT CONNECTS:
4. Environments and Organisms   

Fourth connection

Connect environments and organisms: 
genetic assimilation 

- 1952 Experiment with heat-treated 
Drosophila melanogaster 

- Multi-generational, selective conversion 
of acquired characters into heritable 
characters (80% of phenocopies without 
environmental stress): a Darwinian 
mechanism that allows certain acquired 
characteristic to become heritable and 
canalized.

Inducing change in the 
epigenetic landscape



Causal mechanism according to WAD: 

VS1 - No occurrence of a corresponding 
random mutation (standard Neo-
Darwinism)

VS2 - No direct inheritance of acquired 
characters

VS3 – No Baldwin Effect (organic 
selection: non-genetic plasticity + random 
mutation + selection)

Observation: great variety in the 
sensitivity to environmental influences, 
due to a huge genetic variability.

Hypothesis: assimilation of unmanifested 
genetic variation (“able to match any 
environmental influence” – 1942) –
Selection of already existing genes 
(related to the capacity to react/adapt to 
environmental stresses) and stabilization 
of their effects.

Strong environmental 
stimulus: 40° degrees 

for 4 hours, in 17-23 
hours after pupae



The initial adaptation to the new environment is already a genetic 
phenomenon (VS Baldwin Effect)

Natural selection can act directly on this genetic variation: no new 
rare and random mutations needed

The background is a genetically-based phenotypic plasticity, on 
which natural selection acts. The ontogenetic adaptation becomes 
irreversible and persists after the stress (canalization).

Canalization + Heritability of developmental reactions to 
environmental stimuli = Genetic Assimilation (1967)



“There is no … reason which would prevent us from imagining that all the genes 
which eventually make up the assimilated genotype were already present in the 
population before the selection began, and only required bringing together” (p. 
176). 
TEST: “Attempts to carry out genetic assimilation starting from inbred lines have 
remained quite unsuccessful. This provides further evidence that the process 
depends on the utilisation of genetic variability in the foundation stock with 
which the experiment begins”. (p. 178) 
(WAD, The Strategy of the Genes, 1957)

N.B. Wad’s genetic assimilation needs wildtype 
Drosophila melanogaster with natural and 

abundant genetic diversity (not inbred or cloned lines).

Genetic assimilation of bithorax 
phenotype (1956-1957)



Other possible causal explanation in;
L. Piacentini et al. 2014, in “Cromosoma”, 123: 345-354.

Morphological 
change induced by 
stress

Mutations (germ line), 
producing the same 
phenocopy, are 
induced by 
transposons (under 
stress)

Fitness of the 
phenocopy with the 
corresponding germ 
line mutation



- 1) Stress is cause of both phenocopies (phenotypic variants induced by environment) 
and transposon activation

- 2) Pseudo-assimilation is not due to already existing hidden variation, but to a germinal
mutation corresponding to the phenocopy and induced by transposons (and eventually
fixed; Baldwin Effect) 
RESULT OF THE MATCHING: HERITABLE PHENOCOPY 



BUT: 
- F12 generations in Wad’s experiment (1952): enough to have the matching

between germinal mutation and phenocopy + fixation by natural selection?

- One mutation or few mutations enough?

- Noble’s hypothesis (2015): all the alleles necessary for the inheritance of the 
characteristic were already present in the population (but not initially in any 
particular individuals in the correct combination): the shock simply brings 
them together (i.e. a modification of the pattern of the genome in response to 
the environmental change – no new mutations required)

- How can an environmental change induce a heritable modification in the 
genome pattern without genetic mutations? 



Dias B.G., Ressler 
K.J., Nat. 
Neurosc., 17, 89-
96, Jan 2014.

Excluded inter-
generational effects 
(maternal 
environment)



Epigenetic changes can survive to 
reprogramming in germ cells and 
early development (in mammals)



April 13, 2014

Epigenetic alleles:
«epialleles contribute to the heritability of 
complex traits and therefore provide a 
substrate on which Darwinian evolution 

may act”
(Robert J. Schmitz, Science, 7 March 2014)

A - Genetic Assimilation (based on 
already existing genetic variation)

B - Pseudo-assimilation or Baldwin Effect 
(based on new mutations)

C - Transgenerational Epigenetic Effects 
(based on heritable epigenetic tags) 

….

What is happening? 
A diversification and extension of the 

sources of heritable variation

First hypotheses about the 
«black box» (mechanism):



WAD’S THINKING AS A PATTERN THAT CONNECTS:
5. Development and Evolution   

Fifth connection

1941-1952: Connect development and 
evolution 

Wad’s early paleontological studies on 
ammonites: “organisms involved in evolutionary 
processes are themselves processes” (1969); 
evolution mainly occurred through mutations that 
affected developmental anatomy.  

The evolution of organisms has to be seen as 
evolution of developmental systems (alterations of 
the topology of epigenetic landscapes)

“A theory of evolution must contain, as its 
fundamental part, a theory of development” 
(Nature, 1941) – evo-devo today.



WAD’S THINKING AS A PATTERN THAT CONNECTS:
6. Organisms and Niches   

Sixth connection

1959 – 1969: connect organisms and niches - “exploitive systems”

Environments are not uniform! (environment variations, that produced the high 
genetic variability in natural populations, and are causes of speciation)

Different genotypes choose different 
environmental varieties 
(habitat preferences; environment 
selection)

Organisms choose their possible 
environments, so transforming 
their niches (WAD, 1954-1959)

“Feedback loop”: Environmental stresses and selective pressures depend also 
on the activities of organisms in their habitats (WAD, 1965) – Niche 
Construction models 



WAD’S THINKING AS A PATTERN 
THAT CONNECTS

1. Embriology and 
Genetics

2. Genes to Genes

3. Gene Regulation 
and Development

4. Environments and 
Organisms

5. Development and 
Evolution

6. Organisms and 
Niches

Evolutionary implications?



WAD THE EVOLUTIONIST: 
Post-Neo-Darwinism

Connect this multi-level interactionism to Neo-Darwinian 
evolutionary theory (“post-neo-Darwinian” perspective):

- 1) Against the gene-centered, “atomistic” models of gene 
selection and adaptation

- 2) Modern Synthesis (MS) neglected gene interactions and                 
development

- 3) MS neglected “the role of behaviour in influencing the nature of selective 
forces” (WAD, 1961)

- 4) MS neglected that selective values do not apply to genes but to phenotypes as 
developmental systems.

WAD’s theory is still Neo-Darwinian because: 
a) the mechanisms causing genetic assimilation are still «population-genetic processes 
involving selection» (1959; “in line with the official theory”); 
b) Neo-Darwinism hardened the original Darwinian theory.
Towards a revised, expanded neo-Darwinism (today: Extended Ev. Synthesis).



To Dobzhansky (1952): the theory of evolution needs a «more 
flexible theoretical core»

• 1) MS «core» is an over-simplification: the role of the 
processes related to phenotypes (we need «a 
general theory of phenotypes»).

• 2) Evolution is not only differential fitness of phenotypic
random variations, but also (and mainly) selection of 
genotypes that give to their bearers the capacity of 
adaptively reacting to «capricious» environments.  

• 3) VS Adaptationism: Ex. an ontogenetic adaptation 
assimilated and persisting after the stress is not 
optimal = Canalization as constraint, a dialectic 
between adaptability and developmental constraints 
(ex. limited number of body plans or “archetypes”) 

From chance and necessity to learning and innovation (1974)

The incompleteness of Modern Synthesis (MS)



The four «systems» 
of a post-neo-Darwinian 

theory of evolution

WAD, «Evolutionary adaptation», 
in Aa. Vv., Evolution after Darwin, 

The University of Chicago Press, 1959, p. 401

N.B. Genealogical side of evolution 
(random genetic variation; differential 
reproduction) + Ecological-
interactive side of evolution (non-
random phenotypic variation; 
ecological survival of phenotypes as 
dev. systems) 



- VS Gene-centric focus

- Developmental bias (Evo-Devo)

- Plasticity

- Niche construction



- No longer debated explanations 
and concepts (corroborated; 

method. infalsific.)

- Positive and negative heuristics

Auxiliary assumptions 

Protective belt in 
progress

RP Core

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH PROGRAMME

Observative theories 

Initial conditions 

Open problems 

Controversial issues 

Assumptions                         
of marginality Domains                               

of relevance 

*Imre Lakatos, 1972-1978



Common Descent –
Genetic Theory of Nat. 

Selection

Philetic Gradualism Extrapolationism              
(Macroevolution from 

microevolution)

Strong or methodological       
Adaptationism

Auxiliar assumptions

DW Core

MS - Modern Synthesis

Ronald A. Fisher

Gene-centric view 



Common Descent – Genetic Theory 
of Nat. Selection

Philetic Gradualism 
Extrapolationism                  

(Macroevolution from microevolution) 

Strong or methodological 
Adaptationism

Auxiliar assumptions

DW Core

Regressive phase of MS

Punctuated 
equilibria

Neutralism

Ecology

Evo-DevoEpigenetics

Phenotypic 
plasticity

Niche 
construction

Exaptation

Genetic Drift

Accumulation 
of anomalies

Incompleteness
Accumulation          
of ad hoc hypotheses



Extended DW core 
(sources of variation; 

selective processes; drift; 
macroevolution, etc.)

Understanding the phenotype 
(phenotypic plasticity, 

macroevolution, origins of form)

Evo-Devo     
(innovation, 
modularity, 
evolvability)                         

Shift to a new scientific research programme:
Extended Evolutionary Synthesis

New views on 
inheritance 
(epigenetic 

inherit., niche 
inherit.) 

Selection and adaptation reformed 
(neutralism, multilevel selection, 
niche construction, exaptation, 

symbiosis)

WAD, 1959: we need a «synthetic biology» (connecting the 4 systems of life)



Tail: WAD and human evolution,
three tips 

1 - The selection of genotypes that gave to their 
bearers the capacity to adaptively react to 
environment can explain also why our mind is  
able to understand surrounding natural 
phenomena (tuning between human cognitive 
apparatus and the nature of reality – «Evolution and 
Epistemology», Nature 1954)

2 - Cognitive and perceptual capacities, originally 
derived from environmental interactions, became 
subsequently innate (WAD 1968). 

3 - The «global problem» (the powerful and wide-
ranging effects of human societies) needs a global 
approach to complex systems (evolution of ethics; 
extra-genetic transmission). 

a: Homo sapiens as a powerful «niche constructor»
b: Complex systems approach to climate change, 

global inequalities, loss of biodiversity. 



Yes!

Thanks
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